Electioneering/Campaigning is prohibited within 100 feet from the entrance of the voting area. (NRS 239.361 and NRS 293.740)

Early Voting locations will measure the distance from the check-in station.

Election Day locations will measure the distance from the entrance of the Vote Center.

Some Early Voting locations may have stricter rules for their property and the Washoe County School District has their own regulations about individuals or signage on school grounds. Please contact the location for more information regarding their rules and regulations regarding campaigning on their property.

Signs

Before polls open, a "Distance Marker" and “No Electioneering” signs will be posted 100 feet from the entrance to voting. Early Voting locations will measure the distance from the check-in station. Election Day locations will measure the distance from the entrance of the Vote Center.

Poll workers are instructed to periodically check that electioneering and campaigning is not taking place within 100 feet of the entrance of the voting area.

Nevada law defines electioneering as campaigning for or against a candidate, ballot question or political party by:

- Posting signs
- Distributing literature
Electioneering and Campaigning at Vote Centers

- Using loudspeakers to broadcast information
- Buying, selling, wearing, or displaying any badge, button or other insignia except that a person may wear political insignia while voting ONLY if reasonably unable to cover or remove it
- Polling or otherwise soliciting information from a voter as to whether a voter intends to vote or has voted for or against a particular candidate, ballot questions or political party
- Soliciting signatures of any kind (i.e., for a petition)

Inside a polling place, a person may not:

- Loiter
- Circulate a petition
- Speak to a voter about support/opposition of candidates/questions
- Post any signs relating to candidates/questions
- Wear Insignia, buttons, clothing, or hats with campaign slogans or advertisements

If you see or hear of a violation of these provisions, please contact the Voter Center Manager or you can call the Registrar of Voters office at (775) 328-3670.